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and by 12.30pm on our seventh day out from base camp we stood on the top 
and built a little cairn to mark our passing. The panorama of  the Kishtwar, 
Pangi valley and Lahaul peaks was inspirational. Every time I stand on  
a summit in this area I seem to see exciting new objectives. It was a first for 
Victor in this area and he was like a playful puppy faced with an array of  
new chews.

It was left just to descend the glacier systems of  the south-west side.  
Martin Moran had suggested the descent might prove easy. Let’s just say on 
that front he was wrong. After a day and a half  of  complex glacier travel,  
including several forced abseils through icefalls, we eventually escaped 
onto rocky ground and descended to a welcome tea encounter with Sanju  
and Devraj. Three days later our porters had ferried our kit down to  
Sural Batori and we were ensconced in a local house watching satellite  
television. It seemed somehow fitting that Bear Grylls appeared on the 
screen eating a variety of  insects and drinking his own urine.

‘Appears to be more refreshing than mine,’ concluded Victor as Bear 
licked his lips enthusiastically. All we have to do now is agree a follow up 
re-union climb. There’s a lot to be said for them.

•  This article is adapted from the English edition of  Himalaya: the Tribula-
tions of  Mick & Vic by Mick Fowler and Victor Saunders, published by Eric 
Vola, available as a paperback on demand from Lulu.com and amazon.

Running on empty. A thinner Saunders enjoys tea and nibbles brought up from 
base camp. (Mick Fowler)
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Gupta

Spot the vehicle: driving the notorious Chandra Bhaga  
road to access the Kishtwar range. (Jim Lowther)

The idea of  climbing in Kishtwar first cropped up in the early 1990s.  
Graham Little was my climbing partner at the time and he told me 

about a 5,618m unclimbed mountain called Gupta that he’d seen from the 
top of  nearby Rohini Shikhar, which he climbed in 1989. It’s a shapely rock 
peak dominating the Dharlang Nala and knowing how good the granite was 
likely to be, we both thought Gupta would be a plum objective.

Unfortunately our application to climb the mountain was rejected three 
days before we were due to leave the UK in September 1996. We were told 
there had been some insurgent activity in Gulab Garh and the government 
of  India had decided to close Kishtwar to climbers. It remained closed for 
the next 17 years. This didn’t matter to us though; Graham pulled a rabbit 
out of  a hat with a superb alternative suggestion for a new route, the north 
face of  Kullu Eiger in Himachal Pradesh’s Parvati valley. The timely inter-
vention of  Dr M S Gill secured us Indian Mountaineering Foundation 
(IMF) permission in three days and the expedition went ahead successfully.

Then in 2013 Mick Fowler sprung open the doors to Kishtwar by getting 
consent to climb Kishtwar Kailash. Although he may not have been the first 
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to re-enter the area, this widely reported climb brought Kishtwar to every-
one’s attention and prompted what felt like a headlong gold rush of  climbers,  
drawn to a paradise of  amazing unclimbed granite walls and peaks.  
I thought we needed to get in there and climb Gupta before anyone else did.

I sent Mick’s picture of  Gupta’s majestic north face to my good American 
friends Mark Richey and Mark Wilford; they were instantly on for another 
trip together to follow our last epic to Saser Kangri II in 2009. The thing  
I like about these guys is they put every last ounce of  effort into everything 
they do, so I knew we’d have an adventure to remember.

The road along the Chandra Bhaga gorge, particularly the section between 
Udaipur and Gulab Garh, has to be one of  the most extreme road-building 
endeavours in the world and travelling along it is not for the faint-heart-
ed. Meeting two American teams on our journey certainly added to the 
impress ion of  a gold rush, even if  collectively we were the only visitors to 
the area in 2017.

Kaushal Desai organised our trip for us and we met him at his HQ in 
Manali after an overnight ‘super deluxe’ sleeper bus journey from Delhi on 
9 September that was so uncomfortable we decided to hire a private jeep  
for our return journey. Kaushal was Mick’s recommendation and he did 
a great job for us throughout the trip, with prompt and helpful replies to 
emails during the planning period all the way through to providing us with a 

great crew and good base camp kit and food, not to mention hard-core jeep 
drivers and proficient horsemen.

Military sensitivities required us to approach Kishtwar from the Rohtang 
pass, which is why we were starting from Manali and contemplating the 
scary two day jeep journey down the Chandra Bhaga gorge with an over-
night stop at Udaipur. The latter part of the road route is cut out of vertical  
granite and a 500m sheer drop into the river gorge yawns on one side; 
we only saw three other vehicles on the road that day. After a very dusty, 
teeth-rattling journey we finally arrived at Gulab Garh late in the evening 
of  11 September and stayed in the comfortable Satyam Shiram guest house.

After completing formalities with the police the following morning we 
started our trek up the Dharlang Nala with 15 horses carrying our gear. 
The pony drivers didn’t hang around: progress was so swift the villages we 
passed through on the way went by in a blur. But what were memorable 
was the lushness of  the valley, the heady scent of  the cedar forest and the 
ever-present roar of  the river in post-monsoon spate. The village houses are 
painted bright primary colours of  red, blue and even yellow that contrast 
with the dun browns of  the farmland in full harvest: stubble fields, stacked 
stoops of  cut barley and hay and standing crops of  nearly mature maize.

The two Marks are more familiar with the scrub approaches of  arid parts 
of  the Karakoram, so green and verdant Kishtwar was a welcome break for 
them as well as providing a feast of  birdwatching opportunities. In my case 
the virgin forest was a dendrologist’s paradise with no evidence of  logging 
and a wide variety of  tree species to admire such as southern beech, chest-
nut, walnut, different types of  cedar, sugar pine, maple, sycamore and the 
most enormous elm trees I’ve ever seen.

We stopped at the village of  Chishot where our super-organised liaison  
officer Rajender Sharma (aka Rinku) arranged for us to sleep in the grounds 
of  the temple. First thing the following morning, Chishot was alive and 
busy with major outbound traffic of  sheep and goats driven by their Muslim  
shepherds heading down to the Kashmir valley now that winter was 
approach ing. Walking against the flow of  animals along winding, dusty 
paths, we eventually broke through the top of  the tree line to be greeted by 
wide open fields around Machel, also spelled Machail, the temple site of  
the Hindu goddess Chandi Mata and the focal point for many thousands 
of  pilgrims, who unfortu nately leave a lot of  litter behind them. Here we 
completed the last formal ities with police and continued to Dengel, the last 
bridge in the valley, where we met two young American climbers, Crystal 
and Whitney Clark from Colorado. They were stranded in Dengel because 
their horses had bolted the night before; they were awaiting the arrival of  
new ones, so we said goodbye and good luck and never saw them again 
close up. Each team progressed up the valley on opposite sides of  the river, 
aiming for different objectives, so we could only wave at them on the couple 
of  occasions that we saw them afterwards.

The route took us first through more cedar pine forest, then birch and 
the river became smaller and quieter. After two or three climbs, the valley 

The approach to Gupta.
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levelled off  at 3,500m and became a series of  wide open pastures, the river  
a braided gravel bed that looked deceptively crossable (which it wasn’t). 
This continued all day and by 4pm we found a decent enough base camp 
opposite Gupta – but on the wrong side of  the river. We were underneath 
lots of  granite towers, amidst huge climbable boulders and we could see 
Mick Fowler’s superb route up Kishtwar Kailash.

Our camp staff, Pritam Yangthangi and Amit Bodh, made a delicious 
dinner of  chicken from one of  the six that made it to base camp alive inside 
a metal box on the back of  one of  our horses. We were told that we had 
90 unbroken eggs left from the 150 we set off  with, which meant plenty of  
omelettes every morning we were in base camp. Getting drinkable water  
was a challenge: we were camped beside a river draining the Chomochoi 
glacier that was thick with rock flour and required filtering. However,  
we’d brought a horse load of  beer to compensate.

The ponies left us on the morning of  15 September after we arranged 
for them to come back on 1 October for the return journey. That gave us a 
fortnight to scope the mountain and climb it. First we had to work out how 
to cross the river, which looked possible lower down but wasn’t an appealing 
prospect at base camp. I’ve lost two friends to river crossing accidents and 
treat Himalayan rivers with the greatest of  respect. Richey came up with the 
bright idea that one of  us should swim across the river. It was decided that 
person would be me, with a rope for a safety that would then be tensioned 
across a shorter span of  river between the framing of  a collapsed shepherd’s 
bridge. Amazingly this worked, so feeling rather chuffed with ourselves  
we pushed on up Gupta following a series of  grassy ledges and the tracks  
of  bharal goats, or blue sheep, and left a cache of  hardware at 4,300m.

Although the Tyrolean rope bridge worked quite well at first, however 
hard we tightened the 7mm Kevlar, the 25m span was too wide and we got 

Top left: Mark Richey crossing the 
Tyrolean on his way to climb Gupta. 
(Mark Richey)

Above left: The two Marks, Wilford and 
Richey, at camp three. (Jim Lowther)

Right: Mark Richey traversing the 
north-east face on day three.  
(Mark Wilford)
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wet each time we pulled ourselves across. Wilford solved the problem with 
the introduction of  an 8.5mm dynamic rope to augment the cord, which we 
fixed the following day and Richey tested this a couple of  times, floating 
across a good six feet above the water. Pleased with this, we went back to 
base camp and assembled three days of  food and clothing for a carry up  
to a new high camp we established at 4,600m on 18 September on scree 
beside a small snowfield in the middle of  the north-east face. This required 
rock shifting and dirt scraping to make a level platform for a bivy tent and 
one sleeping position for a person outside, but was worth it: this was our 
launch pad for the technical climbing above. We ferried a second load up 
from the cache next day and spent another night there before descending  
to base camp on 20 September.

Up until this point the weather had been consistently good and stable 
and since we were ahead of  schedule we decided to have two days’ rest. 
This suited me because I came down with a fever and was bed ridden. The 
two Marks went bouldering but Richey had a fall and cracked his heel  
bone on landing, although didn’t know this until he got back to the States.  
In the meantime he bore the pain and hobbled around base camp and  
suffered during the climb. I then succumbed to a tick bite that brought me 
out in a livid itchy rash from head to toe, so we extended the rest period by 
another two days to allow both Richey and me to recover. It then rained in 
base camp on 24 September for the whole day, which made us feel less guilty 

about having a rest. This was our only day’s bad weather and when the clouds 
parted the dark granite of  the north face had a thin covering of  powder snow 
and the temperature adjusted downwards for the rest of  the trip.

We adjusted our tactics and took a three-man tent to swap with the two-
man bivy tent at the launch pad on 25 September in case we had to sit out 
bad weather waiting for the summit push. In the event the weather was 
fantastic and we had clear views of  the whole of  the Kishtwar range and 
beyond for the duration. The route to the launch pad – camp one – was  
pretty convoluted but very safe, linking together grassy terraces, animal 
trods, scree rakes and the like. When we arrived at the camp the two Marks 
had enough energy to walk to the top of  a tower above the camp to spy 
out the route across the north-east face towards the east ridge. They spied  
a promising line and left a fixed rope for the first pitch in the morning.

On 26 September we jumared this to the top of  a pinnacle ridge that 
connected to the main face. Richey lead about six pitches up snow-covered 
rocks over the next six hours to a decent bivy tucked well into the north-east 
face. We did some heavy engineering to make flat ledges out of  dirt and 
settled down for the night after a frugal meal of  salami, cheese, crackers, 
Ramen noodles and tea. Wilford slept outside on an enormous yellow blow 
up mattress and Richey and I had the two man bivy tent to ourselves.

The sun hit camp two at 6.20am but we decided to wait for our gear  
to dry. There was no hurry; it was warm and blue skies promised  
glorious mixed climbing across the north-east face to the east ridge. Richey 
lead off  across a snow ramp and scratched his way up a strenuous pitch 
through an overhanging chimney and a snow-filled rake towards another 
snow patch. Another pitch followed and then the best pitch of  the whole 
climb, an upward-slanting traverse left across snow-covered slabs with  
frozen turf  placements for tools and tiny incuts for mono points, all of  it 
about grade M5. Wilford and I followed, reaching the sunlit east ridge,  
to be greeted by an ebullient Richey. We were now looking across the 
breadth of  the east ridge, which consisted of  climbable granite slabs and 
ledges; this narrowed to a finer ridge above and we thought easier ground 
would be found by traversing across towards the south face, the side of  the 
mountain we couldn’t see from base camp.

I led a couple of  pitches, then Wilford a couple and then Richey took us 
up to a snow patch that cut through the east ridge onto the broad south face. 
We scrambled up this for about 100m and found a superb bivy perched hard 
on the east ridge with the summit beckoning above us. The mountain was 
not throwing any nasty surprises at us and spirits were high as we brewed up 
for summit day; the Americans slept in the tent and I had a spacious ledge 
outside with awesome views of  peaks to the south and stars above.

The sun woke us at 6.30am on 28 September but we weren’t on our way 
until 9am: we wanted the rock to be warm. Wilford wore rock shoes again 
and climbed three straightforward pitches up the ridge. Richey followed  
this with two harder pitches of  about 5.9 in big boots on truly immaculate 
granite with lots of  gear placements and chicken heads for holds. I seconded 

Gupta with route and camps marked. (Mick Fowler)
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all of  this and then pitched through up snow to the summit ridge, which was 
a snow cornice overhanging a vertical drop down the featureless north face.

The others came up to join me and we pushed on to the summit proper, 
an arrangement of  tottering blocks. Unrestricted views into Zanskar, Pangi 
and towards Kashmir greeted us at the top. The sun shone and there wasn’t 
a breath of  wind. We did some self-timed photos and whilst looking around 
noticed a tiny red dot 1,000m below us on the glacier to the north of  Gupta. 
It must have been the two American girls in their tent so we shouted down  
at them and got some faint shouts and waves back. Camaraderie in the 
mountains and an unclimbed summit all to ourselves with expansive views 
under a windless blue sky: our trip climaxed at that moment.

To the south-east we could see the imposing profile of  Shib Shankar, also 
known as Sersank, the north buttress of  which was at that very moment  
being climbed by Mick Fowler and Victor Saunders. I remembered failing 
miserably on this mountain in 2007: Graham Little and I turned back half-
way up the north-west ridge when we encountered friable shale so it was 
nice to know that it was being climbed in good style by some Brits.

Feeling well pleased with our efforts and thoroughly enjoying ourselves, 
we slowly started a descent back to camp three, which went in about four 
raps. All of  us were exhausted. I have to hand it to my two partners for their 
intuitive route finding, gutsy but safe climbing and perpetual good humour, 
which is why I like climbing with them so much.

Hoar frost coated my sleeping bag as a weak sun tried to penetrate swirl-
ing clouds at 6.30am next morning. I got up and made some brews but the 
others weren’t going to budge, so I melted snow for the day’s water canisters. 
We had that sinking feeling of  knowing the descent was going to be diffi-
cult so we weren’t in a hurry. The descent was first a scramble to the snow 
patch on the east ridge, then three raps to a ledge system that we could walk 
along to the edge of  the east ridge. Wilford persuaded us to take a direct line 
straight down the north-east face, down a snow gully filled with rock spikes, 
about 10 raps in all, until we were back at the camp one tent. It was a miracle 
we didn’t get our ropes stuck. We left there at 2.30pm and were down at 
the Tyrolean by dusk, concluding an excellent five-day alpine-style climb. 
Rinku met us with a big smile and walked us back to base camp whereupon 
we were greeted by Pritam and Amit with cups of  tea, chicken and whisky.

The sun stayed with us for two more days at base camp and the two-day 
walk out with the horses. We waved at the American girls across the river 
when we passed their camp. They shouted their congratulations and news 
of  their adventures but I don’t think they climbed anything. If  you haven’t 
got a fixed objective to go for it’s easy to get blown away by all the possi-
bilities. As we left the Dharlang Nala we carried with us memories of  a 
happy and successful trip in beautiful unspoilt surroundings. The journey to 
Kishtwar is a long one but there is plenty of  scope for future exploration of  
unclimbed peaks that make it worthwhile.

Mark Wilford leading on the east ridge on day four. (Mark Richey) Wilford and Lowther close to the summit on day four. (Mark Richey)


